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RA-CO1345
COMPACT ACCESSIBLE WALL HUNG TOILET PAN
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DESCRIPTION
The Compact accessible toilet range has been created
to provide comfortable convenience to people with
additional needs. Apart from its broad dimensions,
Compact accessible toilets come with Rimless technology
which delivers the ultimate in hygienic bathrooms. Rimless
technology ensures water is fully projected around the
front of the toilet pan giving a completely clean flush.
Rimless flushing makes it easier to clean and reduces
bacteria and dirt by more than 90%.

Seat: Compact urea soft-close toilet seat & lid, also
available with toilet seat without lid.

Compact accessible is available in wall faced toilet suite, wall
faced toilet pan or wall hung toilet pan (as shown) format.

RA-CO1344

Note: There is 10mm difference in height between the
RA-CO1344 and RA-CO1345. The inwall support
bracket should be adjusted to ensure the WC height meets
the appropriate Standard.
Colour: Alpine white only.
Trap type: P-trap outlet connection.
Inlet: Ø55mm inlet connection.

Dimensions: All dimensions in mm. Tolerance ±5% for
below 200mm and ±3% above 200mm.
Flushing: Refer separate literature for our Zurn flushing
valves and Wisa inwall cisterns.

MODELS
- RAK Compact accessible wall hung toilet
pan P-trap complete with soft-close toilet
seat & lid.
RA-CO1345 - RAK Compact accessible wall hung toilet
pan P-trap complete with care toilet seat
(no lid).
RA-WHB-UNI - RAK inwall bracket to suit accessible wall
hung toilet pan.
Optional extra: For a back rest offering extra comfort,
refer Delabie DE510629 in separate literature.

Fixing: GL08K fixing kit. (Fixed to wall using RAK inwall
bracket model RA-WHB-ACC when using Zurn flush valve
or Wisa inwall frame when using Wisa inwall cistern,
order separately).
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